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Personal pronouns appear to compete with a variety of other elements and to lose: to anaphors, at least on
some accounts (Hellan 1988, Burzio 1991, 1998, Williams 1997, Hornstein 2000, Safir 2004), to pro
(Montalbetti 1984, Larson and Lujan 1989) to simple anaphors such as sig, and to gaps in Wh-chains.
What do these competitions have in common, if anything, and what does their potential commonality
suggest about preferences among pronominal alternatives? How are these preferences structured and what
can be concluded about the nature of pronouns in general from the fact that their distribution and
interpretation are often determined, at least in part, in relation to an alternative? The talk will approach
these questions by examining a new alternation, between personal pronouns and demonstrative pronouns
(a demonstrative which can exhaust the entire DP, henceforth d-pronoun). In this alternation, unlike the
ones above, the personal pronoun is the preferred choice, and we explore the consequences of our
findings for a broader understanding of pronominal meaning and pronominal scales of preference.
In some languages, such as Hebrew and German, a d-pronoun may refer to a human. When it
does, the use of the d-pronoun may be associated with a pejorative effect, implying a negative evaluation
of the denoted individual (henceforth N(egative)-effect), as in (1b) / (1d) and (2). The N-effect is
triggered, however, only under certain conditions. For example, when the d-pronoun is modified (3), no
N-effect arises. We address two empirical questions: (I) What is the distribution of the N-effect? (II) How
is it linguistically encoded? Regarding (I), we show that the N-effect is triggered only when a personal
pronoun could also have been used. This suggests that everything else being equal, a personal pronoun is
preferred over a d-pronoun (Patel-Grosz and Grosz 2017); it also suggests that the N-effect is not
intrinsically, or lexically, encoded (Sichel and Wiltschko 2018). Regarding (2), we argue that it must
derive from the non-use of a personal pronoun, and in this sense is related to the markedness systems and
systems which derive conversational implicatures. We argue that the use of a d-pronoun when a personal
pronoun could also have been used gives rise to an implicature that the d-pronoun is associated with [person], and discuss several options for integrating this type of indexical alternative-sensitive meaning
into the mechanisms for the calculation of conversational implicatures.
EXAMPLES
(1) no N-effect
a. hi1 xoSevet Se-hi1 gvoha
c. Sie glaubt sie ist gross.
she1 think.3fs that
she1 tall
she1 think. she1 is.3sg tall
‘She1 thinks that she1’s tall.’
‘She1 thinks that she1’s tall.’
b. N-effect
zot1 xoSevet Se-hi1 gvoha
d. Die glaubt
die ist
gross
Z.f.s1 think-3fs that-she1 tall
d-f.sg believe.3sg d-f.sg is.3sg tall
‘[This one]1 thinks that she1’s tall.’
‘[This one]1 thinks that she1’s tall.’
(2) a. zot / ha-hi gvoha.
b. Sie/die ist gross.
Z.f.sg / the-H.f.sg tall.f.sg
f.sg/d-f.sg is.3sg tall
‘This one / that one is tall.’
This one / that one is tall.’
Said of a person: there is an N-effect; said of a lamp, there is no N-effect.
(3)
a. [DP zot1 [PP im ha-nemaSim]] xoSevet Se-hi1
gvoha
(no N-effect)
[DP Z.f.s1 [PP with the-freckles] thinks that-she1 tall
‘The one with the freckles thinks that she’s tall.’
b. [DP zot1 [CP Se-yac’a
im dani]] xoSevet Se-hi1 gvoha (no N-effect)
[DP Z.f.s1 [CP that-went.out with dani]] thinks that-she1 tall
‘The one that went out with Dani thinks that she’s tall.’
c. Die mit den Sommersprossen glaubt
die
ist
gross

d-f.sg with the freckles
believe.3sg d-f.sg is.3sg tall
‘The one with the freckles thinks that she’s tall.’
d. Die, die mit der Dani befreundet ist glaubt die
ist
gross
d-f.sg d-f.sg with the Dani friended is
believe.3sg d-f.sg is.3sg tall
‘The one who is friends with Dani thinks she’s tall.’
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